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Face Fix Bracket 
(70mm single or 160mm extended)

Top Fix Clip
Face Fix 

Bracket Cap

Track Joiner  
(if required)

Track (supplied in evenly split sections if over 2300mm wide)

Hand Wand  

Before you start...
Please check the relevant fixing parts have been supplied with your curtains. In the event of a missing part or the 
undersupply of parts, please contact The Curtain and Blind Company.  

• The number and type of fixing parts supplied will vary in relation to the size and number of curtains supplied

• Depending on your installation surface, you may need to source additional wall plugs, anchors or mounting screws

• Please ensure the track is mounted horizontally level for correct curtain operation

• For face fitted double curtains, install the rear (blockout) curtain closest to the window before the front (sheer)  
curtain closest to the interior. This will alleviate additional load on the brackets.

• The following items are required to complete installation safely and accurately: 

 – Power drill

 – Phillips head screwdriver

 – Pencil, pad and metal tape measure

 – Spirit level

 – Small step ladder

 – Stud finder (if required)

 – Protective eyewear and gloves if drilling into masonry, tile or metal

 – It is advisable to have a second person available to assist with fitting the curtain to the track.

Before commencing assembly determine the correct fitting location for your window, being either top fix  
(to the ceiling surface) or face fix (to the wall). This location (and the relevant brackets) should correspond  
with your original order information. If not, please contact The Curtain and Blind Company for assistance.

Screws 
8-15 x 32mm
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VIDEO

HOW TO 
INSTALL NEW 
CURTAINS

Give yourself a pat on the back! Your brand new curtains are hanging proudly in your gorgeous home. But, before you 
pop the champagne cork, let’s get them dressed so they look ‘showroom ready’. Dressing your curtains will train the 
pleats to hold the correct shape over time, so it’s well worth the extra effort.

Train your curtains
• Stack your curtains to their ordered stacking side and start working  

from the outside, moving inwards.

• Run your hands up and down the curtains, gathering them together, 
keeping the pleats as symmetrical as possible.

• As you move from pleat to pleat, gently shake the gathered curtains 
so they hold their form at the bottom.

• Continue this process until the curtains are gathered together and look 
uniform (check from top to bottom to ensure everything is in line).

• Use your Curtain & Blind Co wrap to hold the gathered pleats together. 

We know it’s tempting to show off your curtains as soon as they’re installed, 
but the longer you dress, the more you’ll impress! So, leave the wrap on for  
at least 24-hours and for up to 48-hours if possible.

Pro Tip! 

Most creases gradually fade away 

over time. However, you can use a 

steamer or iron on a gentle setting 

to carefully remove any stubborn 

crinkles or creases after hanging.

Curtain care
Vacuuming often to remove loose dirt, dust and pet hair is the key to fantastic 
curtains. Use a soft brush attachment to gently vacuum from top to bottom 
while making sure the vacuum is set to low power.

Light steam cleaning is helpful, especially for heavy fabrics like blockout 
curtains. Work from the top to the bottom making sure the curtains don’t 
become wet.

Spot clean using a clean wet sponge  
to blot the stain, then gently dab with  
dish soap or white vinegar.

Never bleach, tumble dry or iron at a  
high temperature!

If you have any care questions, please contact us by phone 1300 301 368  
or email at info@curtainandblindco.com.au and we’d be happy to help.

VIDEO

HOW TO 
DRESS NEW 
CURTAINS

Scan the QR code to like, 
follow, tag and review us!

Thank you!
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Installation Guides
Scan the QR code to instantly 
view our installation guides

Hanging a pinch pleat curtain
To hang your pinch pleat curtain, loop each of  
the metal hooks attached to the tape on back  
of the curtain through a corresponding curtain 
runner. You should have as many runners as you 
have hooks. 

If you need to add more runners, unscrew the 
track end cap and load in the amount required 
from the spares provided. If you have any concerns, 
please contact The Curtain and Blind Company.

Hanging an S-fold curtain
To hang your S-fold curtain, loop each of the plastic hooks attached to the tape on the back of the curtain through a 
corresponding corded curtain runner.

To achieve the wave effect with S-fold curtains, make sure the waves are of even depth in front and behind the track.  
If some waves look ‘shallow’ then gently push that fold backwards so it creates a deeper wave at the rear.

Start the hanging process from the curtain stacking side, with the edge of the curtain pointing towards the window. 
Starting this way will inform the direction of the rest of the folds.  Every track runner should pair with a dedicated 
hook on the curtain. Be careful when attaching hooks, as missing a runner will cause the curtain to hang unevenly. 

If the amount of runners and hooks don’t match, please contact The Curtain and Blind Company.

VIDEO

HOW TO 
HANG S-FOLD 
CURTAINS
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What are you drilling into?

The general purpose 8-guage, 35mm screws provided with your order should be appropriate for fixing our brackets 
to most standard wall surfaces. However, you will need to source wall plugs or hollow wall anchors for fixing into 
plasterboard when there is no stud present.

Plasterboard/Gyprock: Use a stud finder to locate your wall studs. This will inform the location of your brackets. 
Then use the provided screws to fasten the brackets into the surface and stud.

Brick/Masonry: Drill pilot holes before using a 6mm masonry drill bit to drill 35mm deep holes. Insert 8 gauge  
(6mm) wall plugs into the holes. Fasten the brackets to the wall using a Phillips head screwdriver (or impact drive 
bit) and the provided screws.
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Curved Tracks 

A. Identify the fixing points for your brackets:

• Attach two support brackets (top fix or face fix)  
80mm from either edge of the curve

• Hold up the track curve to the corner with the two 
brackets attached and mark their correct position.

B. Connect the track pieces into the track curve using the 
     supplied joiners for both sides. This process is the same  
     as in the Split Tracks section found above: 

• Push the joiner piece halfway through one length  
of the curve 

• Push the length of the track over the exposed half  
of the joiner

C. To ensure the stability of the curve and track:

• Fix extra brackets 160mm further along the wall from  
the two curve brackets to support the curve, as per (B)

• Mount the remaining brackets evenly along the wall  
or ceiling (approx. 700mm apart) as indicated in (C)

• Finally, clip the track into the brackets.

Split Tracks 

If you have ordered a track under 2300mm in length, proceed 
to the Curved Tracks or Face Fixed / Top Fixed sections.

If your total track is over 2300mm long, you will need to join 
the evenly split track sections together with the Track Joiner 
component. To do so, turn the tracks upside down so the  
runners are facing upwards and follow these steps:

1. Push about 50% of the track joiner into the long groove at   
    the uncapped end of the first track section.

2. Push the exposed joiner area into the long groove of the 
     second track section. 

3. Firmly push the two track sections together until they meet 
     without a gap. Please be careful as some force may be required  
     to complete this step.

Tracks
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STEP 1

Position your first two brackets approximately 150mm from either 
end of the track. Fasten these brackets to the wall with the 
provided screws (or screws appropriate for your wall material), 
ensuring the brackets are horizontally level. 

Fasten screws in the centre of the bracket holes. This allows 
you to adjust the bracket up and down to achieve the perfect drop.

Position and fasten any remaining brackets into wall studs between 
the two end brackets evenly and approximately 700mm apart.

The very top of the bracket should line up with the drop 
measurement provided in your order. 

Please note, we have already made a 15mm deduction to your total 
drop to allow for the track height so this does not affect the fixing 
point of your bracket.

STEP 2 

1.  Clip the track into the brackets by securing the back of the 
     track between the metal of the bracket and the plastic clip. 
 
2. Gently press the track into the bracket until it ‘snaps’ into 
     place. This will happen when the track clips into the small  
     ridge on the bracket’s acrylic clip. 
 
3. Attach the Bracket Caps over the bracket’s visible lower side 
    to cover the exposed screw heads. This is now complete.

Face Fixed Curtain
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STEP 2

Insert the track into the mounted clips by securing the back of the 
track between the ceiling and the plastic clip.  
 
Gently press the track into the clip until it ‘snaps’ into place. This will 
happen when the track clips into the small bracket ridge.

Hand Wands
Connect each hand wand clip to a dedicated runner on the open side of your track. For S-fold curtains, the dedicated 
wand runner will look different to the other runners - see example in the below diagram. For pinch pleat curtains, 
reserve the second runner from the open end for use with your wand.

If the clip on your wand is a little stiff, use some pliers to gently pry it open so it can be more easily attached to the 
assigned runner.

If you find your runners are not moving smoothly with the wand, add a small amount of spray lubricant to the inner 
track area. Remove the curtain before attempting this and ensure your hands are dry when re-attaching the hooks.

80mm

STEP 1

Position your first two clips approximately 150mm from either end of 
the track. 

Each clip should be approximately 80mm to 100mm forward of the 
window, but this should be assessed based on what is most appropriate 
for each window and room.

Position and fasten any remaining clips between the two end clips 
evenly and approximately 700mm apart.

For double curtains, position the top fixing clips for the front track 
approximately 100mm forward of the rear clips.

Top Fixed Curtain
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Pro Tip!

If fixing into plasterboard, ensure the brackets 

are secured to wall studs. If you cannot locate 

any studs, revert to another fixing system, like 

wall anchors or spring toggles
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